ABSTRACT. Let (a, 6 ) be any open subinterval of the reals which contains the origin and let 33 denote the family of all distributions on [a, b) which are regular in some interval (e, 0), where e < 0. Then S is a commutative algebra: Multiplication is defined so that, when restricted to those distributions on (a, b) whose supports are contained in [0, b) , it is ordinary convolution. Also, S) can be injected into an algebra of operators; this family of operators is a sequentially complete locally convex space.
Since it preserves multiplication, this injection serves as a generalization (there are no growth restrictions) of the two-sided Laplace transformation.
In [6] 0. Preliminaries. Throughout we assume -°° < a < 0 < b < °° and set Q = {a, b). We define L to be the space of all the complex-valued functions which are Lebesgue integrable on each compact subinterval of ß. We denote by L + (respectively, L_) the subspace consisting of those elements of L which vanish on (a, 0) (respectively, (0, b) for all 0 in 3XüQ).
As usual, the dual of 15(0.), that is, the space of distributions on fiQ, is denoted by 2)'(ü0). If R belongs to 3)'(O0) and <£> belongs to 2)(ÜQ) the scalar which R assigns to <f> W11l De written (R(x), <f>(x)). If / belongs to the family of locally integrable functions on Í2 and m is a nonnegative integer we shall write dmf for the element of 3)'(fi0) defined by {dmf(x), 0(x)>= (-I)"» / f(x)^m\x)dx {cj> eS)(Q0)).
In particular, d f is the regular distribution corresponding to the function /. The support of a distribution R on Q" (denoted supp R) is defined to be the complement with respect to Q" of the largest open set on which R vanishes.
I, The algebra 8. We denote by 3)^ the space of elements in 2) '((-00, b))
having support in [O, b) . We denote by D' the space of elements in JU'((a, 00))
having support in {a, 0]. 
(1.01.1) a 1-<a2<al<aQ = 0 = bQ<b1<b2<----> b;
(1.01.2) F vanishes on (-°°, b ) and G vanishes on {a , °o);
(1.01.3) R = y°° ñdJnF and S = V°° JK"G . (1) (T(x), <f>(x)) = <S(x), <#-x)) {<f> € ©((-È, -a))). since /x vanishes on (r)', oo). Consequently, the function (7) belongs to JD({a, oo)).
Moreover, we may combine (8) and the inequality aN < a to obtain C g"(y)(Six), /x(y)0(* + y)> dy = 0 (all m > N). 1.06. Definition. Let (r, s) and (R, S) belong to h'b x 3V . We denote by T * R the functional that assigns to any <f> in J)((-<*>, b)) the number (r * R(x), 0(x)); we denote by s * S the functional that assigns to any 4> in 5)((a, oo)) the number (s * 5(x), 0(x)).
1.07. Remark. It follows from 1.04 and (0.02) that r * R = R * r and s * S = S * s.
1.08. Corollary. // (r, s) and (R, S) belong to 3)¿ x 2V then {r * R, s * S)
belongs to $'b x 3V . (1) 5 = 5j on (0, b).
Since R and R. both vanish on (a, 0) it follows from R + S=R+S. that (2) 5 = 5j on (a, O). Now, there exists e> 0 and elements / and /. of L_ such that S = d f and S = d°fl on (-i, e). From (1) and (2) it follows that d°f = d°f x on (0, t) and on (-€, 0 which it follows that d f = (9 /, on (-e, e). Therefore, (3) S = d°f=d°f.i =S, on (-f, e).
We may now combine (1), (2) and (3) Proof. Since fAg = f+Ag++f_Ag_ we may use 1.09 to obtain d°(f a g) = d°(f+ a g+) + d°{f_ a gj = a°/+ * d°g+ -d°/_ * a°g. Íw{t -x), t -b < x < t, 0, otherwise;
= (<?°/)+ * 0?°g)+ -(o"7)_ * W°g)_ = W0/) A (d°g
if w belongs to W and a < / < 0 we define !w(t -x), t < x < t -a, 0, otherwise.
2.08. Remark. If w e W and 0 < t < b, the function w is infinitely differ- to obtain (dmf+{x), p(x)wt{x)) = j'of(x)w{m\t -x)dx = ifAw){m\t). Now, let a < / < 0 and a e [l] . For any w e W, 
[bw (x)dx= 1 =-Ç°w (x)dx Jo « Ja" we infer from (6) and (8) = Z D n(Gn)(((r, s))w)(t)= ((R, S))(((r, s))w)(t)= ((r, s)) ((R, S))w(t). 
